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Basic DetailsBasic Details

Date of birth 15/08/1980

Time of birth 03:00

Place of birth Mumbai, Maharashtra, India

Latitude 19 N 04

Longitude 72 E 52

Timezone +05:30

Ayanamsha 23:35:11

Sunrise 6:19:23

Sunset 19:6:9

Ghat ChakrGhat Chakraa

Month Ashadha

Tithi 2,7,12

Day Monday

Nakshatra Swati

Yog Parigh

Karan Kaulav

Prahar 3

Moon 9

PPanchang Detailsanchang Details

Tithi Shukla Chaturthi

Yog Sadhya

Nakshatra Hast

Karan Vishti

AstrAstrological Detailsological Details

Varna Vaishya

Vashya Maanav

Yoni Mahisha

Gan Dev

Nadi Adi

Sign Virgo

Sign Lord Mercury

Nakshatra Hast

Nakshatra Lord Moon

Charan 2

Yunja Madhya

Tatva Earth

Name Alphabet Sha

Paya Silver

Ascendant Gemini

Ascendant Lord Mercury

Basic Astrological Details
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Planets R Sign Degrees Sign Lord Nakshatra Nakshatra Lord House

Sun -- Cancer 28:37:49 Moon Ashlesha Mercury Second

Moon -- Virgo 14:19:33 Mercury Hast Moon Fourth

Mars -- Virgo 27:15:57 Mercury Chitra Mars Fourth

Mercury -- Cancer 16:42:17 Moon Ashlesha Mercury Second

Jupiter -- Leo 20:52:08 Sun Purva Phalguni Venus Third

Venus -- Gemini 13:16:35 Mercury Ardra Rahu First

Saturn -- Virgo 01:55:56 Mercury Uttra Phalguni Sun Fourth

Rahu Yes Cancer 26:17:49 Moon Ashlesha Mercury Second

Ketu Yes Capricorn 26:17:49 Saturn Dhanishtha Mars Eighth

Ascendant -- Gemini 13:11:23 Mercury Ardra Rahu First

Malefic

Neutral

SSunun
Cancer
Ashlesha

MMerercurcuryy
Cancer
Ashlesha

SSaturaturnn
Virgo
Uttra Phalguni

Neutral

Malefic

--

MMoonoon
Virgo
Hast

JupitJupiterer
Leo
Purva Phalguni

RahuRahu
Cancer
Ashlesha

Malefic

Yog-Karak

--

MarsMars
Virgo
Chitra

VVenusenus
Gemini
Ardra

KKetuetu
Capricorn
Dhanishtha

Planetary Positions
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Lagna Chart(Birth Chart)Lagna Chart(Birth Chart)
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Ascendant or Lagna, is the degree of the sign

which is rising on the eastern horizon at the time

of birth.The Lagna is the most influential and

important sign within the natal or lagna chart. This

sign will be considered the first house of the

horoscope, and the enumeration of the other

houses follows in sequence through the rest of the

signs of the zodiac. In this way, the Lagna does not

only delineate the rising sign, but also all the other

houses in the chart.
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NaNavvmansha Chart(D9)mansha Chart(D9)

Moon Chart is an important tool of prediction and the results of

planetary combinations are more prominent when the yogas or

certain combinations happen in both Moon and Lagna Chart.

Navmansha Chart is the most important divisional chart,

Navmansha means nine part of a particular Rashi in which each

Amsa consists of 3 degrees and 20 minutes.

Horoscope Charts
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AsAsccendant - 13:11endant - 13:11::2323 MidheaMidheavven - 05:08en - 05:08:11:11

House Sign Bhav Madhya Sign Bhav Sandhi

1 Gemini 13:11:23 Gemini 26:50:51

2 Cancer 10:30:19 Cancer 24:09:47

3 Leo 07:49:15 Leo 21:28:43

4 Virgo 05:08:11 Virgo 21:28:43

5 Libra 07:49:15 Libra 24:09:47

6 Scorpio 10:30:19 Scorpio 26:50:51

7 Sagittarius 13:11:23 Sagittarius 26:50:51

8 Capricorn 10:30:19 Capricorn 24:09:47

9 Aquarius 07:49:15 Aquarius 21:28:43

10 Pisces 05:08:11 Pisces 21:28:43

11 Aries 07:49:15 Aries 24:09:47

12 Taurus 10:30:19 Taurus 26:50:51

Chalit ChartChalit Chart
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House cusps are imaginary boundary lines for the

Houses, similar to the way Sign cusps are

boundary lines for the Signs. Cusp is the most

important and powerful point of house. Planets

located at the cusp have the strongest effect and

most typical meaning of the house.

House Cusps and Sandhi
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Lagna Chart(Birth Chart)Lagna Chart(Birth Chart)
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HorHora Chart(Da Chart(D2)2)

You want to live a luxurious life and tend to spend money on comfort.

You want everything grand in your life and may not be willing to adjust.

You may save money in order to be able to fulfill your larger than life

plans and dreams. You are not much bothered about secure and stable

future and tend to be a spendthrift.

DrDreshkeshkan Chart(Dan Chart(D3)3)

You care about your brother and sister. But sometimes you

tend to argue with them and this can cause conflicts. You are

immature when it comes to dealing with your siblings and want

them to agree with you, you are likely to take criticim too

personally and this may result into outburst of anger.
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Divisional Charts - I
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Chathurthamasha Chart(D4Chathurthamasha Chart(D4))

You may have the planet of abundance in your money and wealth

zone.What’s mine is mine, brings you good fortune and luck, while

sharing expenses and incomes not so much.

PPanchmansha Chart(D5anchmansha Chart(D5))

You tend to be highly optimistic and thus are more into

spirituality, you have great stamina and energy and you have

curious nature which helps you in learning more about

spirituality.
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SSaptamansha Chart(Daptamansha Chart(D77))

You are friendly in your approach towards your child, you want your

child to share everything with you. You teach your children to help

others and be generous.

Divisional Charts - II
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Ashtamansha Chart(D8Ashtamansha Chart(D8))

You may have a long life as you are attentive about your health issues,

and are likely to seek help immediately whenever you encounter a health

problem.

NaNavvmansha Chart(D9)mansha Chart(D9)

Your relationship with your wife will be strong and based on

trust and love. You being introvert may not be able to express

your feelings in words but you are likely to show your affection

through your actions. You are forgiving and loving these

qualities will benefit your relationship with your partner. You

may come across as a strict and stiff person who is not very

cuddly and emotional in everyday life, though you are very

sensitive amd warm.
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Dashamansha Chart(DDashamansha Chart(D10)10)

You may be a lawyer, judge, beautician, teacher, actor, director. etc.

business related to fine arts, gem stones, jewellery, transport, textiles,

rubber, plastics, vegetables, fruits, grains may attract you.

Divisional Charts - III
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Dwadasha Chart(DDwadasha Chart(D112)2)

You tend to be possesive about your parents and may even manipulate

them. You don't mind taking advantage of the faith your parents show in

you. You are responsible and practical in your approach towards your

parents more than sentimental.

Shodashamsha Chart(DShodashamsha Chart(D16)16)

You are likely to save money but when it comes to travelling

you don't ming opening your wallet, you are inclined to invest

in vehicles and will enjoy using them.
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VVishamansha Chart(Dishamansha Chart(D20)20)

You are a peaceful person and don't like to waste your energy in things

which are not productive. You are interested in spiritual subjects and

want to gain enlightenment.

Divisional Charts - IV
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ChaturChaturvimshamsha(Dvimshamsha(D2244))

You are likely to be successful in field of commerce. You may

have interest in studying different languages. Stress may

interfere with your concentration, try to control your emotions

and follow discipline.
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Bhamsha Chart(DBhamsha Chart(D2277))

You are intelligent and analytical, thus it's easy for you to make right

decisions. Your strength is your kind nature and charming personality.

You are witty and friendly and may have many friends.You tend to be

fussy about things and may lack confidence in certain aspects of your

life. You may come across as non practical person. Sometimes you are

highly irritable and cranky and prudish.

TTrishamansha Chart(rishamansha Chart(30)30)

You like to make changes and cannot stay at one place for too

long. Your mind keeps jumping from one topic to another, thus

it is difficult for you to make decisions. Your unpredictable

behaviour results in conflicts in your close relationships.
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Divisional Charts - V
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KhaKhavvedamsha Chart(edamsha Chart(440)0)

A faulty communicative skill might create misunderstandings in the

relationships. You may lack confidence while making important decisions

which could lead to wrong choices and even financial losses.

AkAkshshvvedansha Chart(edansha Chart(4455))

You are deeply sentimental and tend to diligently preserve

family memories. You tend to be happy when your personal

life is stable. Emotional stability brings good health.
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ShashtyShashtymsha Chart(60)msha Chart(60)

You are highly ambitious and you enjoy attention and want to be in

limelight. You may have playful and childlike qualities within you, which

allow you to enjoy life to fullest.

Divisional Charts - VI
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PPerermanent Fmanent Friendshipriendship

Planets Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn

Sun -- Friend Friend Neutral Friend Enemy Enemy

Moon Friend -- Neutral Friend Neutral Neutral Neutral

Mars Friend Friend -- Enemy Friend Neutral Neutral

Mercury Friend Enemy Neutral -- Neutral Friend Neutral

Jupiter Friend Friend Friend Enemy -- Enemy Neutral

Venus Enemy Enemy Neutral Friend Neutral -- Friend

Saturn Enemy Enemy Enemy Friend Neutral Friend --

TTemporemporal Fal Friendshipriendship

Planets Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn

Sun -- Friend Friend Enemy Friend Friend Friend

Moon Friend -- Enemy Friend Friend Friend Enemy

Mars Friend Enemy -- Friend Friend Friend Enemy

Mercury Enemy Friend Friend -- Friend Friend Friend

Jupiter Friend Friend Friend Friend -- Friend Friend

Venus Friend Friend Friend Friend Friend -- Friend

Saturn Friend Enemy Enemy Friend Friend Friend --

Composite Friendship Table
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FFivive-fe-fold Fold Friendshipriendship

Planets Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn

Sun -- Intimat Intimat Enemy Intimat Neutral Neutral

Moon Intimat -- Enemy Intimat Friend Friend Enemy

Mars Intimat Neutral -- Neutral Intimat Friend Enemy

Mercury Neutral Neutral Friend -- Friend Intimat Friend

Jupiter Intimat Intimat Intimat Neutral -- Neutral Friend

Venus Neutral Neutral Friend Intimat Friend -- Intimat

Saturn Neutral Bitter Bitter Intimat Friend Intimat --
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Planets R Sign Degrees Sign Lord House

Sun -- Cancer 118:37:49 Moon Second

Moon -- Virgo 164:19:33 Mercury Fourth

Mars -- Virgo 177:15:57 Mercury Fourth

Mercury -- Cancer 106:42:17 Moon Second

Jupiter -- Leo 140:52:08 Sun Third

Venus -- Gemini 73:16:35 Mercury First

Saturn -- Virgo 151:55:56 Mercury Fourth

Rahu Yes Cancer 116:17:49 Moon Second

Ketu Yes Capricorn 296:17:49 Saturn Eighth

Ascendant -- Gemini 73:11:23 Mercury First

Planets Nakshatra Nakshatra Lord Charan Sub Lord Sub Sub Lord

Sun Ashlesha Mercury 4 Saturn Ketu

Moon Hast Moon 2 Jupiter Saturn

Mars Chitra Mars 2 Jupiter Venus

Mercury Ashlesha Mercury 1 Mercury Mercury

Jupiter Purva Phalguni Venus 3 Jupiter Mercury

Venus Ardra Rahu 2 Mercury Sun

Saturn Uttra Phalguni Sun 2 Jupiter Mercury

Rahu Ashlesha Mercury 3 Jupiter Jupiter

Ketu Dhanishtha Mars 1 Jupiter Jupiter

Ascendant Ardra Rahu 2 Mercury Venus

KP Planetary Positions
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House Sign Degrees
Sign
Lord

Nakshatra
Nakshatra
Lord

Sub
Lord

Sub Sub
Lord

1 Cancer 96:46:34 Moon Pushya Saturn Mercury Rahu

2 Leo 121:22:30 Sun Magha Ketu Venus Moon

3 Leo 148:04:45 Sun Uttra Phalguni Sun Moon Mercury

4 Virgo 178:43:22 Mercury Chitra Mars Saturn Venus

5 Scorpio 212:27:56 Mars Vishakha Jupiter Rahu Mercury

6 Sagittarius 245:53:00 Jupiter Mool Rahu Saturn Jupiter

7 Capricorn 276:46:34 Saturn Uttra Shadha Sun Mercury Saturn

8 Aquarius 301:22:30 Saturn Dhanishtha Mars Mercury Jupiter

9 Aquarius 328:04:45 Saturn
Purva
Bhadrapad

Jupiter Venus Saturn

10 Pisces 358:43:22 Jupiter Revati Mercury Saturn Venus

11 Taurus 32:27:56 Venus Krittika Sun Jupiter Sun

12 Gemini 65:53:00 Mercury Mrigshira Mars Moon Jupiter
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KP House Cusps and Chart
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Rahu and Ketu are two nodes of Moon and they are regarded as full-

fledged planets in Vedic Astrology. They are considered as most

dreaded planets due to their heavy karmic effects.If all the 7 planets

are situated between Rahu and Ketu then Kaal Sarp Yog is formed.

Most of the the Kalasarpa dosha effects are negative, while few

can be positive too.Rahu or Ketu gives sudden positive changes

which are huge and can happen overnight or within a span of few

days.

Anant Kulik Vasuki Shankhpal

Padma Mahapadma Takshak Karkotak

Shankhchoor Ghatak Vishdhar Sheshnaag

PPrresesencence of Kalse of Kalsararppa ya yoga in yoga in your Horour Horososccopeope

KalsKalsararppa is pra is presesentent

You have descending kalsarpa dosha direction,

which is not very powerful. The KalSarpa Dosha is

having partial effect in your horoscope.

KalsKalsararppa Namea Name

KULIK

DirDirectionection

PARTIAL DESCENDING

Kalsarpa Dosha
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Kaal SKaal Sararp Dosh Rp Dosh Reporteport
In your horoscope the Kulik Kaal Sarp Yog is present. Due to this the financial position of the native

remains weak as his expenses may be more. There may be hurdles in obtaining good education. The

influence of Moon makes the mind of native disturbed and restless. Native has to struggle for moving

ahead. The married life is painful and disturbed. There could be a separation. The native develops

contacts with many persons of opposite sex and may have to face humiliation. The family life remains

disturbed; peace and happiness remain absent. The friends of the native try to deceive him again and

again. He is full of spirit of charity but others try to take advantage of it. The father of the native may

die at native's early age. On many occasions there is fall of prestige or there is lack of esteem. The evil

spirits or ghosts may disturb the native. The native is devoid of bliss of children or there is some lack

of pleasure from them. The children may be cruel or disobedient. The health of native may suffer. The

second half of life may be full of struggles or the native may remain worried about old age. The native

gets success in business or job.

RRemedies Of kemedies Of kaal Saal Sararp Doshp Dosh

- Following are the remedies for Kalsarpa dosha -

- Rudrabhisheka - a puja to Lord Shiva can be performed on a solar or lunar eclipse or on Mahashivratri

at Mahakaleshwar temple, Ujjain Temple.

- Install an energized Kaal Sarpa Yog yantra at the place of veneration or puja room at home and worship

it daily.

- Get a Kalsarpa dosha nivaran pooja performed on a Wednesday or Friday to negate the malefic effects

of Rahu.

- Get a Dashansh Homa or Yajna done on Nag Panchami day in the month of Shravan in a temple or near

a holy river.

- Donate fresh reddish.

- Wear a 14 faced rudraksha or a combination of 8+9 faced rudraksha.

Kalsarpa Dosha Effect
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What is manglik doshaWhat is manglik dosha??
In the boy or the girls horoscope when Mars,Sun,Saturn,Rahu Or Ketu

is in ascendant, fourth house, seventh house, eighth house or twelth

house then it is called Manglik dosh.

Manglik dosh is considered stronger when Mars is placed in the

ascendant than when Mars is conjoined with Moon in ascendant.

Ifaccording to the Shastras the Manglik dosh of both the boy and the

girlis getting cancelled then they are guaranteed a happily married life.

On the other hand, if this Manglik dosh is not cancelled then they are likely to face unnecessary problems

andhurdles in life.

So one must begin his/her married life after getting their horoscopes thoroughly matched. After getting the

Manglik dosh properly cancelled the native shall be bestowed with a peaceful and wealthy life.

लग्ने व्यये सुखे वािप सप्तमे वा अष्टमे कुजे |
शुभ दृग् योग हीने च पितं हिन्त न संशयम् ||

Manglik AnalysisManglik Analysis

Manglik RManglik Reporteport
Manglik dosha has been detected in your horosocpe and the extent of mangal dosha present is

effective and therefore needs due carefulness. You are manglik.

TTOOTTAL MAL MANGLIK PERANGLIK PERCENTCENTAAGEGE 25%25%

Manglik Analysis - I
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BasBased On Housed On Housee

Planet Sun is situated in Second house in your birth
chart.

Planet Rahu is situated in Second house in your
birth chart.

Fourth house is occupied by planet Mars in your
birth chart.

Planet Saturn is in Fourth house in your horoscope.

Planet Ketu is situated in Eighth house in your birth
chart.

BasBased On Aspectsed On Aspects

Fourth house of your birth chart is aspected by Ketu

Ketu is aspecting second house of your birth chart.

Twelfth house of your birth chart is aspected by
Ketu.

Your first house in birth chart is aspected by planet
Saturn.

Seventh house of your birth chart is aspected by
Mars

Sun is aspecting eighth house of your birth chart.

Rahu is aspecting eighth house of your birth chart.

RRemedies Of Manglik Doshaemedies Of Manglik Dosha

- Install an energized Mangal Yantra in your place of worship. Meditate on the triangular Mangal Yantra

along with the recitation of Mangal mantra: Om Kram Krim Krom Sah Bhomayay Namah.

- In the evening, visit a Hanuman temple draw a triangle with red kumkum (roli) on a plate and worship

Hanumanji with sindoor or red sandalwood, red flowers and a lighted lamp.

- Worship Lord Hanuman with the mantra:

"||OM SHREEM HANUMATE NAMAH||"

Manglik Analysis - II
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What is pitrWhat is pitra dosha ?a dosha ?
Pitra Dosha is a Karmic Debt of the ancestors and reflected in the

horoscope in the form of planetary combinations. It can also happen

due to the neglect of ancestors and not providing them their proper

due in the form of shraddh or charity or spiritual upliftments.

PPitritra dosha analysisa dosha analysis

Your horoscope is having Pitra Dosha as it is satisfying 1 rules laid down for Pitra Dosha. You

should not worry as there are remedies for Pitra Dosha which you can perform and be

relieved from this dosha.

IS PITRIS PITRA DOSHA PREA DOSHA PRESENT IN YSENT IN YOUR HOROUR HOROSOSCCOPE ?OPE ? YYeses

RRules matules matched tched to fo fororm the Pm the Pitritra Dosha in ya Dosha in your Horour Horososccopeope

- Conjuction of Moon and Rahu and/or Rahu and Saturn causes Pitri Dosha.

PPitritra Dosha Efa Dosha Efffectect

- Following are the effects of Pitri Dosha -

- Pitra Dosha leads to unfavorable environment in the family.

- It also leads to delay in marriage and having unsuccessful marriages.

- Pitra Dosh can also cause accidents or unwanted incidents in the family.

- It can cause delay or obstructions in education with or may land one into never ending debts.

- Inherited diseases and prolong illness is one of the ill effects of pitra dosha

Pitra Dosha Report
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RRemedies of Pemedies of Pitritra Doshaa Dosha

- Following are the remedies to be performed for Pitra Dosha

- Pitra dosha nivaran puja should be performed to pacify that malefic planet in Pitra paksha.

- Auspicious Puja, Vrat for destroying the effects of past sinful deeds or Pitra Dosha.

- Charity on Akshaya Tritiya.

- Perform Trapandi Shraad to get rid of Pitra dosha.

- Giving water to the Banyan tree is also a remedial measure for pitra dosha.

- Offer food to Brahmins on every "Amavasya".

- Donate food items on every "Amavasya" and "Poornima" in some temple or other religious places.

- Conduct Mantra Jap, Puja, Charity in Adhik or Purushottam Maas.

- Perform Puja, Vrat on Falharini Kalika Jyeshtha Amvasya.

- Worship Lord Shiva regularly to have peace to you and your ancestors.
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What is SWhat is Sadhesadhesati doshaati dosha??
Sadhe Sati refers to the seven-and-a-half year period in which Saturn

moves through three signs, the moon sign, one before the moon and

the one after it. Sadhe Sati starts when Saturn (Shani) enters the 12th

sign from the birth Moon sign and ends when Saturn leaves 2nd sign

from the birth Moon sign. Since Saturn approximately takes around

two and half years to transit a sign which is called Shani's dhaiya it

takes around seven and half year to transit three signs and that is why

it is known as Sadhe Sati. Generally Sade-Sati comes thrice in a

horoscope in the life time - first in childhood, second in youth & third in old-age. First Sade-Sati has effect on

education & parents. Second Sade-Sati has effect on profession, finance & family. The last one affects health

more than anything else.

PPrresesencence Of Se Of Sadhesadhesati In Yati In Your Horour Horososccopeope

SSadhesadhesati is not Pati is not Prresesentent

No, currently you are not undergoing Sadhesati.

Consideration Date 7-8-2019

Sun Sign Sagittarius

Moon Sign Virgo

Saturn retrograde Yes

Sadhesati Analysis - I
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Moon
Sign

Sun
Sign

Saturn
retrograde

Phase
Type

Date Summary

Virgo Libra --
SETTING-
START

6-10-1982
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Virgo Scorpio --
SETTING-
END

21-12-1984
Sadhesati Setting Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.

Virgo Scorpio Yes
SETTING-
START

1-6-1985
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Virgo Scorpio --
SETTING-
END

17-9-1985
Sadhesati Setting Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.

Virgo Leo --
RISING-
START

1-11-2006 Sadhesati Rise Phase starting.

Virgo Leo Yes
RISING-
END

10-1-2007
Sadhesati Rise Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.

Virgo Leo --
RISING-
START

16-7-2007 Sadhesati Rise Phase starting.

Virgo Virgo --
PEAK-
START

10-9-2009
Sadhesati Peak Phase starting with Rise Phase
ending.

Virgo Libra --
SETTING-
START

15-11-2011
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Virgo Libra Yes
PEAK-
START

16-5-2012
Sadhesati Peak Phase starting with Rise Phase
ending.

Virgo Libra --
SETTING-
START

4-8-2012
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Virgo Scorpio --
SETTING-
END

2-11-2014
Sadhesati Setting Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.

Virgo Leo --
RISING-
START

27-8-2036 Sadhesati Rise Phase starting.

Virgo Virgo --
PEAK-
START

22-10-2038
Sadhesati Peak Phase starting with Rise Phase
ending.

Virgo Virgo Yes
RISING-
START

5-4-2039 Sadhesati Rise Phase starting.

Virgo Virgo -- PEAK- 13-7-2039 Sadhesati Peak Phase starting with Rise Phase

Sadhesati Analysis - II
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Moon
Sign

Sun
Sign

Saturn
retrograde

Phase
Type

Date Summary

START ending.

Virgo Libra --
SETTING-
START

28-1-2041
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Virgo Libra Yes
PEAK-
START

6-2-2041
Sadhesati Peak Phase starting with Rise Phase
ending.

Virgo Libra --
SETTING-
START

26-9-2041
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Virgo Scorpio --
SETTING-
END

12-12-2043
Sadhesati Setting Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.

Virgo Scorpio Yes
SETTING-
START

23-6-2044
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Virgo Scorpio --
SETTING-
END

30-8-2044
Sadhesati Setting Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.

Virgo Leo --
RISING-
START

13-10-2065 Sadhesati Rise Phase starting.

Virgo Leo Yes
RISING-
END

3-2-2066
Sadhesati Rise Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.

Virgo Leo --
RISING-
START

3-7-2066 Sadhesati Rise Phase starting.

Virgo Virgo --
PEAK-
START

30-8-2068
Sadhesati Peak Phase starting with Rise Phase
ending.

Virgo Libra --
SETTING-
START

4-11-2070
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Virgo Scorpio --
SETTING-
END

5-2-2073
Sadhesati Setting Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.

Virgo Scorpio Yes
SETTING-
START

30-3-2073
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Virgo Scorpio Yes
SETTING-
START

1-4-2073
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Virgo Scorpio --
SETTING-
END

23-10-2073
Sadhesati Setting Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.
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SSadhesadhesati Rati Remediesemedies

- Following are the remedies for Sadhe Sati -

- Give respect to your subordinate, servant, poor and lower class people.

- Serve and respect your parents and elderly people.

- Recite Shri Hanuman Chalisa.

- Shani Yantra is used to pacify an afflicted Shani and get blessings of Lord Shani. When Saturn is malefic

in a horoscope due to wrong placement, Sadhe Sati or Small Affliction, use of Shani Yantra is very

Beneficial.

- It is good and beneficial to fast on Saturdays starting from sunrise to ending at sunset when Sadhe Sati

is in effect.

- Donate urad (a type of pulse), oil, sapphire, black sesame seeds, black buffalo, iron, money and black

clothes as per your financial situation to poor and needy people.

- Wearing of seven faced Rudraksha tends to mitigate the ill effects of Sadhe Sati.

Sadhesati Effect & Remedies
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Each planet has its unique corresponding astrological gemstone which radiates the

same cosmic color energies as the planet itself. The gemstones work by reflection

of positive rays or absorption of negative rays. Wearing the appropriate gemstone

can increase the corresponding planet’s positive effect on it wearer as the gem

filters and allows only the positive vibrations to penetrate in the wearer’s body.

The Ascendant or the LAGNA

signifies the body and everything

related to it, viz health, longevity,

name, status, life path, etc. In

short, it holds the essence of the

whole life. Hence the gemstone

corresponding to the LAGNESH,

the lord of the Ascendant is called

the LIFE STONE. One can and

should wear this stone throughout

life to fully experience and exploit

its advantages and powers.

LIFE SLIFE STTONEONE

EMERALD

The Fifth house of the birth chart

is another auspicious house. The

fifth house is the significator of the

intellect, higher education,

children, windfall gains etc. this

house is also the STHANA of

PURVA PUNYA KARMAS i.e. past

good deeds. Hence it is considered

to be an auspicious house. The

gemstone corresponding to the

lord of the fifth house is called the

BENEFIC STONE.

BENEFIC SBENEFIC STTONEONE

DIAMOND

The Ninth house of a birth chart

is called the BHAGYA STHAANA viz

the House of Luck or Destiny. This

house is related to fortune,

success, merits and achievements,

knowledge, etc. This is the house

which indicates the fruits one will

be able to enjoy due to the good

deeds done by him in the previous

births. The gemstone

corresponding to the lord of the

ninth house is called the LUCKY

STONE.

LLUCKUCKY SY STTONEONE

BLUE SAPPHIRE

Gemstone Suggestions
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LIFE SLIFE STTONE - EONE - Emermeraldald Substitutes Onyx

Finger Little

Weight 4 - 6.25 Caret

Day Wednesday

Deity Mercury

Metal Gold

DesDescriptioncription
Emerald is the gemstone ruled by

Mercury.Wearing Emerald brings good

health, strong body, wealth, property, good

eye sight.Emerald protects from evil spirits,

snake bites, bad influences of evil eye.

Emerald cures and affords protection from

epilespy, insanity , bad dreams.

WWeight and metaleight and metal
Emerald should weigh more than 3 carats.It

should be set in gold ring. The ring should

be made such that the stone touches skin.

TTime time to wearo wear
Emerald should be worn on a

Wednesday morning about two hours

after Sunrise on the bright half of

lunar month.

MantrMantraa
Once the energizing rituals are

completed one must worship stone

with flower and incense. For Emerald

following mantra to be recited 108

times.

।। ◌ॐ बर्ां बर्ौं सः बुधाय नमः ।।

EEnernergizing Ritualsgizing Rituals
Before wearing the Emerald it one

should keep the ring immersed in

unboiled milk or ganges water for

sometime.

FFingeringer
After the recitation on mantra the Emerald

should be worn in the little finger of right

hand.

SSubstitutubstituteses
One can also use the substitutes for

Emerald like Aquamarine, Peridot, green

zircon, green Agate or Jade.

CautionCaution
One should take care that Emerald should

not be worn with Red Coral, Perl, Yellow

Sapphire and their substitutes.

LIFE STONE
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BENEFIC SBENEFIC STTONE -ONE -
DiamondDiamond

Substitutes Opal/Zircon

Finger Little

Weight 1 - 4.25 Caret

Day Friday

Deity Venus

Metal Silver

DesDescriptioncription
Diamond is the gemstone ruled by

Venus.Wearing Diamond brings patience,

success, wealth, prosperity,purity. Wearing

diamond makes a person fearless, wise,

well mannered.Diamond makes one

proficient in religious scriptures.Diamond

protects from the bad influences of evil

spirits and snake bites.

WWeight and metaleight and metal
Diamond should be worn with at least 1-1/2

carats in weight . It should be set in the

platinum or silver ring. The ring should be

made such that the stone touches skin.

TTime time to wearo wear
Diamond should worn on a Friday

morning of the bright half of lunar

month.

MantrMantraa
Once the energizing rituals are

completed one must worship stone

with flower and incense. For Diamond

following mantra to be recited 108

times.

।। ◌ॐ दर्ां दर्ीं दर्ौं सः शुकर्ाय नमः
।।

EEnernergizing Ritualsgizing Rituals
Before wearing Diamond it one

should keep the ring immersed in

unboiled milk or ganges water for

sometime.

FFingeringer
After the recitation on mantra the diamond

should be worn in the little finger of right

hand.

SSubstitutubstituteses
One can also use the substitutes for

Diamond like White Sapphire, White Zircon

and White Tourmaline.

CautionCaution
One should take care that Diamond should

not be worn with Ruby, Perl, Red Coral and

Yellow Sapphire.

BENEFIC STONE
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LLUCKUCKY SY STTONE - BlueONE - Blue
SSapphirapphiree

Substitutes Amethyst

Finger Middle

Weight 3 - 4.25 Caret

Day Saturday

Deity Saturn

Metal Silver

DesDescriptioncription
Blue Sapphire is the gemstone ruled by

Saturn.Wearing Blue Sapphire brings health,

wealth, longevity, happiness, prosperity,

name and fame.

WWeight and metaleight and metal
Blue Sapphire should weighed at least 5

carats.It should be set in steel or ashta

dhatu. The ring should be made such that

the stone touches skin.

TTime time to wearo wear
Blue Sapphire should be worn on a

Saturday two hours before Sunset.

MantrMantraa
Once the energizing rituals are

completed one must worship stone

with flower and incense. For Blue

Sapphire following mantra to be

recited 108 times.

।। ◌ॐ पर्ां पर्ीं पर्ौं सः शनैश्चराय
नमः ।।

EEnernergizing Ritualsgizing Rituals
Before wearing the Blue Sapphire it

one should keep the ring immersed in

unboiled milk or ganges water for

sometime.

FFingeringer
After the recitation on mantra the Blue

Sapphire should be worn in the middle

finger of right hand.

SSubstitutubstituteses
One can also use the substitutes for Blue

Sapphire like Blue Zircon, Amethyst, Blue

Tourmaline, Lapis Lazuli, Blue Spinel and

Neeli.

CautionCaution
One should take care that Red Coral should

not be worn with Emerald, Diamond, Blue

Sapphire, Gomedha and Cat's Eye and their

substitues.

LUCKY STONE
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Six FSix Facaced + Ged + Ganesha Ranesha Rudrudrakaksha (Chhah Msha (Chhah Mukhi + Gukhi + Ganesh )anesh )

Om Hreem Hum Namah |
Om Ganeshaya Namah ||

YYou arou are re rececommended tommended to wear a co wear a combination SIX Fombination SIX FAACED and GCED and GANEANESHASHA
RRudrudrakaksha.sha.

This is a kind of Rudraksha which bears Trunk like elevation as is seen on the face of

Lord Ganesh. It is called Ganesh Rudraksha. It provides the worshipper perfection in

every sphere in life. Ganesh Rudraksha bears a Trunk like elevation as is seen on

the face of Lord Ganesha, the son of Lord Shiva.

Ganesha, the elephant-headed God of success and overcoming obstacles, is also

associated with wisdom, learning, prudence, and power. He gives 'Riddhi-Siddhi'. He

is the first to be worshipped in the beginning of any auspicious occasion. Ganesh

Rudraksha provides the wearer perfection in every sphere in life and the grace of

Lord Ganesha is received by him

Rudraksha Report
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5
DestinDestiny Numbery Number

6
Radical NumberRadical Number

2
Name NumberName Number

Your Name Vasudev Mahadev

Date of birth 15-8-1980

Radical Number 6

Radical Ruler Venus

Friendly Numbers 4,3,9

Neutral Numbers 2,5,7

Evil Numbers 1,8

Favourable Days Thursday, Tuesday, Friday

Favourable Stone Diamond, Opal

Favourable Sub Stone Zircon, White Sapphire

Favourable God Devi

Favourable Metal Silver

Favourable Color White

Favourable Mantra || Om Shum Shukray Namah ||

Favourable Points
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About YAbout Youou

FFaavvourourable Fable Fast timingsast timings

Your Radical number is 6. Its ruling planet is Venus. Due to the influence of Radical

number 6, you will have magnetic attraction. You will be affable and fond of friends.

Due to these properties you will be liked by people. It will be natural for you to be

attracted towards beauty and beautiful things. You will be fascinated by opposite

sex, and to keep relations with beautiful men/women and to chat with them will be

your nature. You will be interested in fine arts, which you can also opt as your

career or business. You will be fond of music-literature, paintings, and sculptures

etc.

You will fancy good clothes and well decorated homes. You will pride in entertaining

guests. You would love to keep all articles in your home and office, well decorated

and to maintain choicest furniture, curtains etc. By nature, you will be little

headstrong. You will try to ensure that any person talking to you accepts your

viewpoint. Sticking to your views and jealousies are also part of your nature. It will

be difficult for you to tolerate competition in your work. This may lead to stress and

guilt. You will maintain your expertise in winning hearts. You will have plenty of

friends as you are adept in winning attachment.

Observe fast on Friday for eliminating the malefic effects of Venus.

This should be continued for 21 or 31 Fridays. Wear white clothes and donate white

goods. As much as possible, recite Shukra mantra on crystal beads.

Numerology Report - I
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FFaavvourourable Godable God

FFaavvourourable Gable Gaayyatri Mantratri Mantra Fa For Yor Youou

FFaavvourourable dhable dhyyan timingsan timings

Worship shukra or Goddess Durga. Recite mantra "Om Hreem Dum Durgaye

Namah" daily minimum 108 times.

Observe fast on Ashtami (8th date of Indian calendar) and read Durga Saptashati.

By this you will be rid of different problems and diseases. If this is not possible for

you then look at the picture of Devi Durga daily in morning.

.

In order to increase the benefic effects of Venus you should recite the Sukra Gayatri

Mantra in the morning 11, 21 or 108 times. Mantra : ||"Om Bhrigujay Vidmahe

Divyadehay Dheemahi Tanno Shukrah Prachodyat" ||

.

Concentrate on Sukra (Venus) in the morning after getting up, establish a picture of

Sukra in your mind and recite the following mantra. || Himkundmrinalabham,

Daityanaam Param Gurum, Sarva Shastra pravaktaram, Bhargavam

Pranamamyaham.||

Numerology Report - II
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FFaavvourourable Mantrable Mantraa

FFaavvourourable Table Time Fime For Yor Youou

You should recite shukra mantra for converting a malefic shukra (Venus) into a

favourable planet. By reciting it minimum 108 times daily can render desired

results.

The complete course is of 106 malas i.e. 106 x 108 times. You will yourself be able to

feel its effect. Mantra : ||"Om Dram Dreem Drom Sah Shukray Namah"|| 16000

times

According to western view the sun is in Taurus from 21st April to 21st May and in

Libra from 24th September to 13th October. According to Indian view these periods

are 13th May to 14th June and from 17th October to 13th November.

These signs belong to Venus and 14th March to 12th April i.e. in Pisces, the Venus is

exalted. Therefore above mentioned periods are lucky for persons belonging to

Radical number 6 for staring any new work or for an important work.

Numerology Report - III
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About yAbout your qualitiesour qualities

FFaavvourourable Vastuable Vastu

The number 6 stands in symbolism for the planet Venus.As a rule you are externally

magnetic, you attract others to you, and you are loved and often worshipped by

those under you. You are very determined in carrying out your plans, and may,

infect, be deemed obstinate and unyielding, except when you are yourselves

become deeply attached in such a case you become devoted slaves to those you

love.

Although you are considered to be influence by the planet Venus, yet as a rule yours

is more the mother love than the sensual, you lean to the romantic and ideal in all

matters of the affections. In some ways you take very strongly after the supposed

qualities of Venus, in that you love beautiful things. You make most artistic homes

and are fond of rich colors also paintings, statuary and music. When roused by

anger you will brook no opposition, will fight to death for whatever person or cause

you espouse, are out of your sense of beauty.

If you desire to build your own house, select correct direction for it. For you South-

East (Agni kon) is good. If the number of house is from 3, 6 or 9, it will be good.

Reside in South-East of the city or South-East portion of your house. This will be

good for you. If you follow these rules in your employment it will be beneficial for

you. The color of your house or furniture should be light blue or sky blue.

Numerology Report - IV
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AsAsccendant Rendant Report - Geminieport - Gemini

Lord Mercury

Symbol The Twins

Characteristics Airy, Mutable, West

Lucky gems Emerald

Day of fast Full Moon Day

देहं रूपं च ज्ञानं च वणर्ं चैव बलाबलम् |
सुखं दुःखं स्वभावञ्च लग्नभावािन्नरीक्षयेत ||

People with Gemini rising tend to be friendly, communicative, flexible, indecisive,

unsure, liking to do two or more things at once, witty, clever, very active mentally,

high-strung, temperamental, nervous or anxious, talkative, superficial, and always

ready for something different.

There may be two distinct sides to you as Gemini represents the Twins.You have a

strong need to communicate what you already know and to learn more.

You enjoy reading and traveling as they both give
plenty of scope for picking up new knowledge.You
need variety and can be the jack of all trades and the
master of none.

“

You tend to go wide for breadth, not depth.You may appear confident, but you can

lack self-confidence and inner sureness.You love to talk, both with your mouth as

well as your hands.

Mercury rules Gemini so Mercury will be important in your chart.

Ascendant Report
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SSpiritual lesspiritual lesson ton to learo learnn

Control (learn to control and not scatter energies and to
prioritize).

PPositivositive Te Trraitsaits

Intellectual Planner Versatile Adaptable Logical

NegativNegative Te Trraitsaits

Wavering Mind Restless Gossipi Manipulative
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SSun is in yun is in your horour horososccope in Sope in Sececond housond housee

You need to feel a strong sense of personal or self-worth.A desire for power through personal possessions,

talents and money may engage your energies

You are generous and ambitious, but can be extravagant and grasping.You must watch a tendency to be

possessive of or lord over people and things

If the Sun is afflicted by aspect, perhaps you do not feel loved or feel worthy of love

Sun is said to be the significator (Karaka) of health, vitality, energy, strength,

father,honour, prestige, pride, fame, courage and personal power. Sun is royal and

aristocratic planet which represents the conscious ego and the soul and deals with self

realisation.

SSun is in yun is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Cancer
Planet Degree

28:37:49
Nakshatra

Ashlesha - 4

Lord Of

Third House
Is in

Second House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Bala

Sun is Malefic in your horoscope

Money comes and goes easily“

Sun - Surya
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SSun is in yun is in your horour horososccope in Cancope in Cancer signer sign

You may be good at influencing people at the emotional level.You are a good organiser, particularly of the

home.You are likely to be influenced by emotional appeals.You have a strange way of moving through life in a

sideways manner, never approaching life head-on, but always from the side.you generally do not tackle

anything straight away, but always from the flank

Emotionally, you are up one minute and down the next.These mood swings are sometimes difficult for others to

understand and deal with.You are good at thinking up new projects and at starting them.Your motivation may

be to benefit others, particularly the family rather than to benefit yourself

You withdraw from some situations, especially if they appear to involve conflict.You are conservative, but

unfortunately, you are born worriers.Your tendency to keep all your problems to yourself is the reason you

suffer from ulcers.Also you must learn to release your loved ones to live your own life

You tend to respond according to your feelings rather than to think
beforehand

“

SSunun
MantrMantraa

|| Om Hring Hr|| Om Hring Hraung Saung Sururyyaay Namah ||y Namah ||
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MMoon is in yoon is in your horour horososccope in Fope in Fourth housourth housee

There is a strong sense of family and home with this position.A love of antiques perhaps grounds you to your

roots.Things collected serve as reminders of the past which you maybe try too hard to hold on to

Many changes of residence can occur until you find your personal foundation or roots.One or both parents are

strong in your life.Concerning vocation: the emphasis is on the home

Maybe working in your home would be most fulfilling or maybe you simply need to make your place of work very

homey, using photographs, mementos, furniture, etc., to establish the most personal atmosphere.The need

Moon has the capacity to influence the mind, will power and emotions. Moon is

connected with water and natural forces, it’s a wavering planet which deals with

changes.

MMoon is in yoon is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Virgo
Planet Degree

14:19:33
Nakshatra

Hast - 2

Lord Of

Second House
Is in

Fourth House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Yuva

Moon is Neutral in your horoscope

Security is very important to you and you seem to get that through
your foundations, your home and family, and your parents

“

Moon - Chandra
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during work is for security and comfort

MMoon is in yoon is in your horour horososccope in Vope in Virirgo signgo sign

You are very sensitive, cautious, and perhaps shy about showing others your feelings.Though you may love and

care for someone a great deal, you rarely express those feelings openly and freely.Very often your love for

someone will be expressed by trying to help them, doing something tangible to benefit them, or serving them in

some way.It may be difficult for you to receive warmth, affection, or appreciation, for you often feel that you

don't really deserve it or that they don't really mean it.You can therefore seem rather cool and aloof, much

more so than you feel

At times you can be so critical of others that you drive them and their love away.You need to learn how to

forgive yourself and others when you or they do not measure up to perfection.This need of yours for perfection

can be quite stifling to your own happiness.You tend to be industrious, trustworthy, intuitive, reserved, practical

and down-to-earth, especially where emotions are concerned.Intelligence, usefulness and fastidiousness are

important themes

You are perhaps more mental than emotional, at least outwardly“

MMoonoon
MantrMantraa

|| Om Aing Kling S|| Om Aing Kling Somaomay Namah ||y Namah ||
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Mars is in yMars is in your horour horososccope in Fope in Fourth housourth housee

There is an early striving for independence and a desire for security and a home of your own.There may be

tension or antagonism in your family environment

You must overcome your hidden antagonisms and quarrelsomeness.Your strong emotions must be toned down

and controlled

Go out and do some yard work to work off the excess energy

As per astrology Mars is the planet which deals with courage and dictatorship. Mars is

considered as the planet of action and expansion.

Mars is in yMars is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Virgo
Planet Degree

27:15:57
Nakshatra

Chitra - 2

Lord Of

Eleventh,Sixth House
Is in

Fourth House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Bala

Mars is Malefic in your horoscope

Perhaps you are too demanding of those closest to you“

Mars - Mangal
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Mars is in yMars is in your horour horososccope in Vope in Virirgo signgo sign

You are an energetic worker, a perfectionist, and you have high standards for your own work.You often feel that

if you want something done right, then you must do it yourself, for others never do as thorough a job as you

do.You constantly work for accuracy, efficiency, and precision, and you become very irritable when things are

not done right

On the other hand, you can become so much of a perfectionist and so self-critical that you will not even attempt

many activities and projects, feeling that your efforts simply won't be good enough.You are usually very realistic

in assessing what you can accomplish and, if anything, you underestimate yourself.You are good at conserving

your energy and pacing yourself so that you do not waste or diffuse your efforts

Sometimes an unwillingness to take risks or venture from the tried, beaten track can sometimes limit your

opportunities.You may not aim high enough and may settle for too little in life.You can be a worry-wart and a

fuss-budget who gets lost in too many details

Doing a task well is very important to you, and you may labor over
minute details that others wouldn't bother with

“

MarsMars
MantrMantraa

|| Om Hung Shring Bhauma|| Om Hung Shring Bhaumay Namah ||y Namah ||
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MMerercurcury is in yy is in your horour horososccope in Sope in Sececond housond housee

You may use your wit, knowledge, and versatility to make money

At the very least you like to talk about money ? it is on your mind

You may have financial skill, but your money may come and go, regardless

Mercury is the planet of intelligence and education, it's associated with speech and logic

and thus has its impact on communication skills of the individual.

MMerercurcury is in yy is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Cancer
Planet Degree

16:42:17
Nakshatra

Ashlesha - 1

Lord Of

First,Fourth House
Is in

Second House
Combust/Awashtha

Yes / Yuva

Mercury is Neutral in your horoscope

You may earn money with an ability to communicate ideas to others
through writing and speaking

“

Mercury - Buddh
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MMerercurcury is in yy is in your horour horososccope in Cancope in Cancer signer sign

Your mind is connected with your memories, feelings, and emotions from the past.You tend to hold on to the

memories of things because they give you security.Intellectual abilities and accomplishments without heart or

soul mean little to you.You are a sensitive listener and deeply interested in a person's feelings and inner life

In addition to psychology, you are probably drawn to education, art, poetry, music, or mythology.You are shy

and somewhat reticent about speaking in public, but you will open yourself up and share your thoughts in

small, intimate, little family-type circles of people you know and trust.You perhaps enjoy keeping a diary or

chronicle of your thoughts and feelings regarding your day-to-day happenings.Your mind retains and absorbs

knowledge easily

You are intuitive, psychic, and sympathetic, yet may become depressed over your own problems and the

problems of the world.You may have difficulty in getting to the root of the problem because you so easily

become involved emotionally with the people instead of the problem.You may have difficulty in making

decisions or you may simply change your mind constantly.Mental focus and control must be developed

You are highly interested in inner, subjective, and personal issues,
and your thinking is based more on feelings, intuition, personal
experiences, and prejudices rather than reason or logic

“

MMerercurcuryy
MantrMantraa

|| Om Aing Shring Shring B|| Om Aing Shring Shring Budhaudhay Namah ||y Namah ||
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JupitJupiter is in yer is in your horour horososccope in Thirope in Third housd housee

You are philosophical, optimistic, conventional and considerate.You have strong intuition.You are well liked by

siblings, neighbors and relatives

There may be mental restlessness which can be helped through occupations that keep you moving.You must be

careful not to scatter your energies

There is a tendency to be impractical or self-satisfied.Your mind tends to think in broad terms, not in details

Jupiter is said to be the significator (karaka) of wealth, knowledge, guru, husband, son,

moral values, education, grandparents and royal honors. It indicates religious

perceptions, devotion and faith of the native.

JupitJupiter is in yer is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Leo
Planet Degree

20:52:08
Nakshatra

Purva Phalguni - 3

Lord Of

Seventh,Tenth House
Is in

Third House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Vridha

Jupiter is Malefic in your horoscope

This position expands and broadens your mind enabling you to
comprehend easily

“

Jupiter - Guru
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JupitJupiter is in yer is in your horour horososccope in Lope in Leo signeo sign

You are generous, kind, compassionate and altruistic.You have organizing and executive abilities and crave

positions of trust and responsibility, never being content to simply follow

You love anything that tends to uplift society.On the negative side, though, you can become cruel, sensual,

egotistical, ostentatious, abnormally fond of pleasure and subject to loss through speculation and gambling

You need to be admired for your generosity and warm-heartedness to all

You have an abundance of energy and a strong constitution“

JupitJupiterer
MantrMantraa

|| Om Hring Cling hung B|| Om Hring Cling hung Brihsptyrihsptye Namah ||e Namah ||
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VVenus is in yenus is in your horour horososccope in Fope in First housirst housee

You are friendly and charming with a magnetic personality.You are the honey in life that draws the bees.Whether

it is the truth or not is the problem

You have an uncanny ability to attract everything you need in life.People and things just come to you.But, you

must guard against using people to get what you want

You enjoy and have an appreciation of beautiful and luxurious things.You can also be quite selfish and self-

centered.Acting like the spoiled brat is also a danger

Venus is considered as the significator (karaka) of sexual desires (kama), libido, wife. It

deals with passion, marriage, luxury articles, ornaments, vehicles, comforts and beauty.

VVenus is in yenus is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Gemini
Planet Degree

13:16:35
Nakshatra

Ardra - 2

Lord Of

Twelfth,Fifth House
Is in

First House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Yuva

Venus is Yog-Karak in your horoscope

You always seem to know what to say with regard to what people
want to hear

“

Venus - Shukra
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VVenus is in yenus is in your horour horososccope in Gemini signope in Gemini sign

In matters of love and romance, a person's sense of humor, intellect, and communication skills attract you more

than their physical appearance.You desire a partner who is mentally stimulating, curious, one who can

challenge your mind, and keeps you from getting bored.You need a lot of social stimulation and can be a bit of a

flirt.Jealous and possessive partners turn you off

You are charming, friendly, and enjoy meeting new people.You can be fickle in matters of love and may have a

tendency to desire more than one love interest at a time.You enjoy the fun and excitement of love, yet may fear

its obligations

Your feelings can be well expressed through speaking, through writing or poetry, or perhaps through art where

you get a chance to work with your hands.Your emotions are ruled by your mind and you may prefer

intellectualizing your feelings.If Venus if poorly aspected, your breathing may be shallow and there may be poor

oxygenation of the blood

Relationships where talking, sharing ideas, going places, and
learning new things together are highly preferred and needed

“

VVenusenus
MantrMantraa

|| Om Hring Shring Shukr|| Om Hring Shring Shukraay Namah ||y Namah ||
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SSaturaturn is in yn is in your horour horososccope in Fope in Fourth housourth housee

You are probably conservative and perhaps find security in land or real estate or in old, traditional ways, beliefs,

things or antiques.You may dislike change because of an unconscious fear of the unknown.There may be many

responsibilities and problems in your home or family life

You may be somewhat of a tyrant or strict disciplinarian in your home or with your family.Inner worries may

cause ulcers.You may be a caretaker of someone or of your parents, perhaps because of a karmic debt to them

The later part of life can be more rewarding if you learn the lessons life has to teach you in your earlier years.If

not, then old age may not be as pleasant

Saturn is a slow moving planet. It is called as the planet of justice, logic and destructive

forces. It deals with calamities and death. Saturn is also considered as a teacher.

SSaturaturn is in yn is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Virgo
Planet Degree

01:55:56
Nakshatra

Uttra Phalguni - 2

Lord Of

Eighth,Ninth House
Is in

Fourth House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Mrit

Saturn is undefined in your horoscope

You may have a desire to accumulate possessions, for security
reasons

“

Saturn - Shani
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SSaturaturn is in yn is in your horour horososccope in Vope in Virirgo signgo sign

You tend to be industrious, efficient, practical, exacting, scientific, organized, shy, thrifty, studious, economical,

and punctual.You have common sense and the ability to manage others, but may be a bit of a perfectionist.Your

mind is deep and analytical and you probably have a good head for numbers

You may be prone to periods of depression or be prone to hypochondriac tendencies.Your work is usually neat

and orderly and you dislike messes and dirt.There may be a desire for solitude

You need to stay busy because boredom brings unnecessary worry.Do not allow yourself to be critical of others

Detailed work does not bother you and you are able to focus and
concentrate on the various minutia of any project

“

SSaturaturnn
MantrMantraa

|| Om Aing Hring Shring Shanaishchr|| Om Aing Hring Shring Shanaishchraay Namah||y Namah||
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Rahu is in yRahu is in your horour horososccope in Sope in Sececond housond housee

Rahu in second house represents family members, you may feel that your family members don't support you and

your dreams.There may be conflicts within your close relationships.Early period of your life may be full of

obstacles and hindrances.You have to control your emotions and watch out for your words, as your words have

capacity to hurt your loved ones

Be careful and patient while dealing with your life partner.You are likely to acquire success after the age of 35,

you may not face any difficulty in regard of financial position after attaining age of 34.You may achieve success in

business related to leather goods or trading of fish

You may aprrehend danger or assault from enemies, be cautious in your approach.Take good care of your health

and focus on developing self discipline, it will help you in long run.You are likely to settle in foreign land

Being strange and unconventional planet Rahu represents materialism and deals with

harsh speech, dearth and wants. Rahu is said to be the planet of transcendentalism. It

denotes foreign land and foreign travels.

Rahu is in yRahu is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Cancer
Planet Degree

26:17:49
Nakshatra

Ashlesha - 3

Lord Of

Fourth House
Is in

Second House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Bala

You are kind at heart but your harsh speech may spoil the sweetness
in your relations

“

Rahu
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Rahu is in yRahu is in your horour horososccope in Cancope in Cancer signer sign

You may be friendly in your approach.You are likely to take stress about imaginary troubles and obstacles

Health of parents may be a cause of concern

You may have a dominating mother which leads to disturbed childhood

You may have to face some problems in your personal life, your
relatives may not get along well with you

“

RahuRahu
MantrMantraa

|| Om Aing Hring Raha|| Om Aing Hring Rahavve Namah ||e Namah ||
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KKetu is in yetu is in your horour horososccope in Eope in Eighth housighth housee

You may have to face many obstacles in path of your career, this may lead to frustration and depression.You may

be worried about your financial security and health

You may feel lonely and may feel that your friends and family members don't care about you.You may encounter

health problems and diseases like diabetes, urinary tract infections

You may have interest in occult sciences and tantra or magic.Health of mother and wife may be cause of concern

Ketu is the planet of moksha, lunacy, it represents spirituality. Ketu is mysterious,

deceptive, secretive and intriguing planet.

KKetu is in yetu is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Capricorn
Planet Degree

26:17:49
Nakshatra

Dhanishtha - 1

Lord Of

Tenth House
Is in

Eighth House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Bala

You may be prone to accidents and injuries, be careful while driving“

KKetu is in yetu is in your horour horososccope in Capricope in Capricororn signn sign

You may be very smart and witty, you tend to use your intelligence in right direction.You may come across as a

religious and spiritual person, your image in society is good

Ketu
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You may be selfish and you have strong will power.You are a brave person

You may not be satisfied with your professional life

You may feel that your father is non cooperative and this could lead
to some amount of stress in your personal life

“

KKetuetu
MantrMantraa

|| Om Hring Aing K|| Om Hring Aing Ketaetavve Namah ||e Namah ||
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2018 - 2028

Varshaphal Report



15-08-2018 to 09-10-2018 by Rahu

Rahu is in Bhav Number 6

 
There will be good chances of entering into profitable deals. If you have applied for loans, then
you might get finances. Minor health ailment could also be possible. You will be able to balance
professional and domestic commitments intelligently and give your best to both these vital
aspects of life. Your cherished desires will be fulfilled with difficulty but will ultimately bring you
prosperity fame and good income or profits. You will  emerge as winner in competition and
successful in interviews. 

09-10-2018 to 27-11-2018 by Jupiter

Jupiter is in Bhav Number 9

 
This period is surely going to bring all the authority. A foreign connection will serve you well for
a considerable duration, and they might just be the source of the extra unexpected income on
the cards for you and power that you strive for. Keep up the tempo and believe in your abilities,
the period will  see you off  in  a  completely  new position. Family  atmosphere will  be very
supporting.  A long distance travel  will  be rewarding.  You will  take interest  in  religion and
perform charitable deeds. 

27-11-2018 to 24-01-2019 by Saturn

Saturn is in Bhav Number 11

 
Physically as well as mentally you will be very courageous during this period. This is a good
phase for your relatives. Go for attempts in your career life as the success is assured. Gain of
material  things is also indicated. You will  purchase land and machinery during this period.
Substantial gains in your business and trades are assured. Your enemies will not be able to
plunk before you. You will come into contact with people from far off places. This period is also
very good as far  as love life  is  concerned.  You will  receive full  support  from your  family
members. 



24-01-2019 to 16-03-2019 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 6

 
You may suffer due to health complications. You will find it difficult to retain money as you will
have tendency towards spending on luxuries and pleasures. Â This is not a good period for
indulging in rash speculative activities. Silly quarrels, misunderstanding and arguments can
affect family's peace and serenity. People jealous of you can cause problems, thus may get un-
based accusations and create unhappiness in  the family  beware of  them.  You may have
trouble from opposite gender so you need to be careful of them. 

16-03-2019 to 07-04-2019 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 12

 
This is not a very successful period for you. You may get indulge in unnecessary expenses but
you need to put a hold on it. All kinds of speculations must be avoided. You will have to slog as
the work burden will be too much. Don't try to take risks in business matters as period is not
very harmonious to you. Your enemies will try to tarnish your image. Family atmosphere may
not be harmonious. Your enemies will try to tarnish your image. Your health may become a
cause of anxiety. You may be inclined towards mantra and spiritual practice. 

07-04-2019 to 07-06-2019 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 8

 
On the darker side, this might well contribute to disputes and love loss with some loved ones.
The important thing is not to involve oneself in others problems at this point of time. Your health
and financial situation are at risk. You might get involved in a scandal and your reputation may
suffer damage. There could be chances of getting money unexpectedly but needless to say
expenses will be very high. This period characterizes with danger, so you need to be extra
cautios. Travel will not be rewarding, so avoid it. 



07-06-2019 to 25-06-2019 by Sun

Sun is in Bhav Number 6

 
You'll be successful in whatever you take up. All your endeavors will be successful and you'll
overcome all  your difficulties. Your enemies will  face defeat.  A promotion is status can be
speculated. You will gain respect and good will. You will win litigation. A successful period on
the whole. You need to be careful from inflmation and eye relation problems. There can be
illness to mother and maternal relatives 

25-06-2019 to 25-07-2019 by Moon

Moon is in Bhav Number 8

 
There may be some bad news regarding business or new venture. Don't get indulge in taking
risks as it is not a very favorable period for you. Family member's health may cause anxiety.
Speculation must be avoided or else they may cause financial losses. Opponents will try to
create problems on your personal as well as professional front. Stay away from water as there
is fear from drowning. Fever and cold will give some health problems. 

25-07-2019 to 16-08-2019 by Mars

Mars is in Bhav Number 12

 
You should avoid complacency and easy-going attitudes, tone down the flashier side of your
nature, and get back to old-fashioned hard-work in an attempt to succeed in life. Financially it
will  be a difficult period. You may have to confront theft, scandals and disputes during this
period. You will find increased work-loads and heightened levels of responsibility at work. This
is considered somewhat a bad period for health. You can face ear and eye troubles. Your life-
partner can also have health issues. Your peace of mind will remain disturbed. 



16-08-2019 to 03-10-2019 by Jupiter

Jupiter is in Bhav Number 6

 
This is not a very adequate period for you. Your opponents will try to damage your reputation.
You may have to be involved in unprofitable deeds. Sudden financial loss is on the cards. A
tendency of taking risks should be curbed as it is not a very harmonious period for you. Dispute
on small issues with relatives and friends is on cards. Don't take major decisions otherwise you
will  be in trouble. Beside this,  you might have to get indulge in thankless job. The period
indicates menstrual trouble to ladies, dysentery and eye trouble. 

03-10-2019 to 30-11-2019 by Saturn

Saturn is in Bhav Number 7

 
The period will begin with hurdles in career due to pressures created by competition in your
work area. You need to be more flexible in handling those situations. New projects and risks in
career should be avoided. You should avoid controversy or seeking a change in job till such
time. You need to keep your speech & communications positive & non offensive throughout to
ensure you do not suffer any set backs due to your words, written or spoken. Your relationship
with the opposite sex will not be cordial. Illness of life-partner is also on the cards. As far as
possible,  unwanted  travels  should  be  curtailed.  You  may  have  to face  some unexpected
sorrows and baseless allegations. 

30-11-2019 to 21-01-2020 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 2

 
Income or the position will be improved and gain of profits from work or the business activities
is guaranteed. Defeat of enemies, increased property, gain of knowledge, favor from superiors
and success can be expected during this period. Travels will be very useful this period will also
make you human philosophical and profound. You will be able to balance professional and
domestic commitments intelligently. 



21-01-2020 to 11-02-2020 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 7

 
This is a period of mixed results for you. In this period you will suffer due to mental stress and
strain. You may face problem in your business partnerships. Financially the period is not so
good. Journeys will not be fruitful. Risk taking tendencies could be curbed totally. You can get
into conflicts with your dear ones so better try to avoid these kinds of situations. However, this
is not a good period for love and romance. You should be very careful in love and relationship
as it can bring disrespect and loss of honor to you. 

11-02-2020 to 12-04-2020 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 2

 
Luck will be on your side in case you are thinking about a rolling your dice on some project or
speculation. There are chances of good career progress. This could be an excellent period
promising much success provided you are willing to work on it. You will acquire new assests
and make some wise investments. You will enjoy the company of the opposite sex. Increased
corporation from the family is seen. You will develop the taste for rich and delicious food. A get
together at home is on the cards. 

12-04-2020 to 30-04-2020 by Sun

Sun is in Bhav Number 2

 
Your personal life is crying out for attention, try to mend patchy relationships. Family matters
will  trigger stress and tension, try to keep cool. Sort out all  disputes that rise in the family
amicably. There is possibility of death in the family. You will suffer a major setback in matters of
money and finance, high chance of a heavy loss. ENT issues may create a tiny discomfort with
regard to your health. 



30-04-2020 to 31-05-2020 by Moon

Moon is in Bhav Number 9

 
Good harmony and understanding is indicated in family life. This is a good time to expand your
knowledge, learn something from colleagues. Good relations with friends or foreigners will be
fruitful.  The will  be gain  of  land.  You will  do charitable  deeds.  Your  children will  also be
successful and bring happiness to you. A wonderful life is waiting ahead for you. 

31-05-2020 to 21-06-2020 by Mars

Mars is in Bhav Number 3

 
Physically as well as mentally you will be very courageous during this period. This is a good
phase for your relatives especially your brothers will grow. Go for attempts in your career life as
the success is assured. Gain of material things is also indicated. Your enemies will not be able
to plunk before you. Your desired will be fulfilled during this period. You will come out as a
winner. 

21-06-2020 to 15-08-2020 by Rahu

Rahu is in Bhav Number 1

 
New areas you explore this year could be loss generating as there could be steady rise in
expenses which might not yield direct gains or any long term position. There may be trouble
from the enemies and legal problems. You will be able to continue with existing line of work &
remain low profile and stable in your outlook. The outlook for gain should be short term only.
Medium & long term projects are better started. There may be problem s related to your eyes.
Your friendship with the opposite sex will not be cordial plans of making quick money should be
scrutinized first. There can be problem to your girl friend/ boy friend. 



15-08-2020 to 12-10-2020 by Saturn

Saturn is in Bhav Number 5

 
Job matters will remain mostly below average and not entirely satisfactory. Work environment
will remain disturbed and under pressure during this period. Risk taking tendencies should be
curbed totally. You should avoid major activity during this period. If working as a professional,
this year will experience hurdles and some challenges. There will be uncertainty and some
confusion. You will  lack full  support from your own people. Possiblity of some legal action
against you is also there. The health of your dear ones may create anxiety for you. There will
be problem in the progeny during this period. You should keep a low profile during this time and
avoid changes. 

12-10-2020 to 02-12-2020 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 11

 
Increase of income position and bank balances will improve. This is a good time to start new
ventures.  This  transit  indicates  new friendships  and relationships  and gain  through them.
Previous  work,  as  well  as  newly  starting  works  will  bring  good and desired results,  your
cherished desires will be fulfilled. You may get into new trade or get new contracts. Help from
superiors or people in responsible or influential positions can be expected. Over all prosperity
is also indicated in this period. You need to pay special attention to the relationship with your
life-partner and some caution is required there. 

02-12-2020 to 24-12-2020 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 4

 
Some restlessness is likely, mainly because of a deep feeling of wanderlust. You don't like to
get backed into a corner, so this can cause some strain. Your mind will be inclined towards
religious activities, and you might make journey to sacred places. The period will begin with a
phase of volatility and pressure in career. Tuning with your own people and your relatives may
get disturbed. Give proper attention to our day to day pursuits. You will not be able to fulfill your
family's expectations. This is not a perfect time for you to indulge in any type of business
matters. This will be testing time for your mother. 



24-12-2020 to 23-02-2021 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 10

 
You will come up with new ideas for dealing with your challenges. Dealings and transactions
will work out smoothly and effortlessly for you, as you score one over your competitors. Income
will  come for you from more than one source. Your friends and family will  just make your
personal life so much richer and more fulfilling. Your relations with your clients' associates and
other concerned persons will definitely improve as the period rolls on, You will buy some luxury
items in this period. Overall, a rewarding period for you. 

23-02-2021 to 13-03-2021 by Sun

Sun is in Bhav Number 11

 
This is the period for you to add some spice into your romance life. This is an excellent period
for you to get profits from your contracts and agreements. This is the perfect time for you to
enter into deals that will  surely work in your favor.  There will  be increase in income from
business  and  other  ventures  and  ries  in  position  and  status.  Now  you  have  enough
prerequisites in order to fully harmonize this area of your personal life. You will aquire vehicles
and other comforts. This is the time for you to add status and position to your family life. A
marked increase in your income is indicated. 

13-03-2021 to 12-04-2021 by Moon

Moon is in Bhav Number 10

 
Very successful and perspective period is waiting for you ahead. Creative approaches and
opportunities for additional earning are on the cards. You will share a very good rapport with
seniors  and  supervisors.  A  marked  increase  in  your  income  is  indicated.  There  will  be
expansion of trade and increase iof reputation. Overall this is a period of all round successs. 



12-04-2021 to 04-05-2021 by Mars

Mars is in Bhav Number 7

 
The only pitfall that you should avoid this period is overconfidence. There could be increased
expenditure due to spending on home or health issues of family members. Try to be more
responsible  in  your  attitude  towards  family  relationships.  There  is  a  possibility  of  others
exploiting your vulnerabilities leaving you emotionally shattered later. There may be distress
due to your life-partner or problems in love life. Travels will be futile and will result in losses. 

04-05-2021 to 27-06-2021 by Rahu

Rahu is in Bhav Number 10

 
This period would be an excellent  stepping stone for  growth vertically and a rise on your
career.  There  are  chances  of  getting  benefits  from the  associates/partners.  You  may  be
inclined towards earning through unjust means. Your self-discipline, self-monitoring and control
over your daily routine will be beneficial to you. Your relationship with seniors/ authorities will
be very cordial and at the sometime your business circle will increase. Health related problems
may disturb your peace of mind. 

27-06-2021 to 15-08-2021 by Jupiter

Jupiter is in Bhav Number 4

 
You desire a deeper connection and emotional bonding with your family, exploring the ideas
you have learned from your parents. Harmony in family life is assured. Having high personal
values, and being very idealistic, are just some of the reasons why you attract so many gifts
and blessing  from others.  So much of  your  energy  will  be  giving  more  to  your  personal
relationships and partnerships. The changes you experience in your life will be deeply felt and
lasting.  You  will  come  into  contact  with  higher  officials  and  authorities.  Your  fame  and
reputation will be on an increase. You may trade your vehicle for a better one or for the profit. 



15-08-2021 to 06-10-2021 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 10

 
You are an eternal  optimist,  and events of  the year  will  further  strengthen your  optimistic
instincts. You can do reasonably well if you time your investments intelligently based on the
best periods hinted for your sign. All round cooperation and happiness can be the reward from
your  loved  ones  and  associates,  victory  over  opponents  and  pleasant  functions  such  as
marriage or romantic situations parties are also the likely outcomes. Family atmosphere will be
quite satisfactory. 

06-10-2021 to 27-10-2021 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 1

 
A phase of confusion in strategy & misunderstandings with business partners or associates is
possible. Major expansion & long term plans should be put on hold. Focus should be on gains
from existing sources, throughout the period. It is better to avoid travel as far as possible. Your
enemies will put their best efforts to harm you. Even you should be careful about your friends
as there are indications of cheating. Take good care of yourself as it may become the reason of
anxiety. Health requires special attention as there are possibilities of chonic diseases. Try to be
practical in this period. As a matter off act you will be inclined towards unproductive pursuits.
Loss of money is on the cards. There can be disputes with the characterless persons. 

27-10-2021 to 27-12-2021 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 11

 
This period brings you success in all comings and goings. Some form of pleasant culmination
in your professional  life brings rewards and recognition.  Happier  period for  recreation and
romance. Your brother and sisters will  flourish this year. There will  be an increase in your
income due to your own efforts. Family life shall be quite happy. An exciting job offer, reward,
recognition, or promotion is very possible. You will buy gold items, and precious stones. In
general, you will get on very well with friends/associates and people from different walks of life. 
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